Enrichment Activities at True North

Honor societies
By Invitation only based on GPA

- NJHS (Middle School)
- NHS
- NEHS
- NSHS
- Rho Kappa
- Mu Alpha Theta
- French Honor Society
- Spanish Honor Society
- Scroll Honor Society

Academic Teams

- NAQT
- MOCK TRIAL
- DECA
- MODEL UN

Middle/High school enrichment clubs

- CHESS TEAM
- INTRO TO CODING
- FOR THE LOVE OF ART
- MUSIC FOR ALL
- TITAN JOURNAL
- TABLETOP GAMES D & D
- FENCING
- E-SPORTS
- DRAMA
- TRUE NORTH GLEE
- BOARD GAMES
- SCIENCE EXPLORATION
- LATIN DANCE RHYTHMS
- KEY CLUB
- BEST BUDDIES
- BOXING
- FIRST PRIORITY
- CULINARY CLUB
- BAND

- MUSIC ENSEMBLE
- SHAKESPEARE SOCIETY
- TITANS AGAINST CANCER